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About This Game

Now supporting both the HTC Vive and Oculus

Shaky hands? Hate the VR Shiver in Sniper Games? Well this game is for you! Try out our stabilization system which
completely removes the VR Shiver and allows you to be a great sniper even with shaky hands! Just squeeze the trigger

slowly before shooting to stabilize then make precise adjustment to get the perfect shot like a real Sniper.

While working for the S.W.A.T (Square Weapons Assault Team) you learn the skills needed to get your revenge! Become “The
Sniper” and take on punks, pimps, mafia leaders, and even corrupt politicians. Now as a vigilante, you have to work your way to

the top by shooting your enemies in the FACE, and dodging bullets Matrix style! While using your high tech "Drumphinator"
watch and bleeding edge stabilization tech to aim for 100% accuracy! Do you have what it takes?

Key Features

Shooting range with targets up to 10K in distance!

16 Unique Sniper missions

Realistic bullet physics (Effected by Gravity and Wind)

6 realistic snipers with a wide range of power and style
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7 scopes which you can buy to better see the enemy

Two handed grip!

High Tech watch for wind detection

Explosions and other “Accidental Death” causes

Slow motion effects

Unique Features

Don't look through the walls!

Unique take on long range stabilization!

Custom made Snipers! Just for you!

Strategy driven Sniper action
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ITS to blaned and boring. It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and I'm disappointed.

The concept is cool but the bad voice acting, bad story, and game mechanics ruined it (seriously if they didn't use voice acting at
all would be better somehow). The controls are awkward like when you play as a dog you can't bark and move quickly to dodge
the enemy.

I could ignore the bad voice acting and the bad story, but man... the enemies.
The enemies are unpredictable in unfair annoying way, like you can't tell whos that enemy that stand still or the one that stand
still also but will attack you without a warning when you get close to him and not avoidable. Or enemy that patrols and ignores
you if you walk by him or the enemy that patrols and suddenly chases you once you're close to him which it is not aviodable
after. And sometimes when you use the dogs to check them out they wouldn't chase it, but when you move
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Ian they suddenly attack him then.

Oh yeah, not to mention the enemies that works as a wall but you can't tell because they look like the others who would attack
you. Because they all use random models and not giving them any unique appearance.

They expected you to die alot that they even bothered to make death counter for it.

. This game crashes constantly on both Windows 7 and 8. Trading Cards don't work. It even froze my laptop and forced me to
do a hard reset. The developer doesn't seem too keen on updating or patching the problems, so I would definitely recommend
avoiding this game at any price.. Amazing story, short, but still amazing.. best game in the world!. With great pixel art and
charming, 8 bit music, Adventure in the Tower of Flight hearkens back to the old school RPGs of yesteryear. Gameplay is
decently challenging without becoming too annoying, the items and equipment are satisfying, and the story is enough to keep
you interested. However, the story is my biggest criticism. There's not much there, and a bit more being added would make me
like this a lot more. The ever-classic rescue of a damsel would have been a superb and fitting addition to this game, one which I
would highly recommend adding in a patch to add more depth to the story. But, overall, it's a nostalgic, decently produced game
that will take a few hours for a play through, definitely worth the sale price I paid for it, and a fair deal at the regular price, as
well. Trading cards are also a huge plus. Recommended.
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Addictive and time consuming in the most enjoyble way!
Prepare to waste hours play this game as you make one chioce then backtrack to make a different one before choosing which
one you are going to be content with, this game may look simple and it is, but that's what makes it so different from the modern
mainstream games. This is unique and the developers and artists and producers really cared about what they were making and it
shows, so if you have the guts take your first steps into this world and be prepared for a journey that will never be the same as
any one else's.

The choice is yours.... Really good game, graphics are simple but very cool. Gameplay is fast and furious. Original concept,
shame that not many people online to play against.. This game is fun when you're bored, but it also lags a bit so it's very
frustrating when you're bored.. It's like popping bubblewrap, but way more fun.

<click click click> This is pretty easy.
<click click click> Is this all there is to this game?
<click click click><MASSIVE GEM CASCADE> Ooooh!!!
<click click click>
<click click click>
<click click click>
<hours pass>
<click click click>
<click click click>
<click click click> This game's pretty addictive.. You play as a kid at the hands of an abusive mother and later as a man that
lived through a life of mediocrity that eventually pushed him over the edge.
 You start as a young boy while you replay the most painful memories of your character's older self. Through the game you also
dialogue with a old man (your future self) as in your last breath you reflect on what you were and what you lived through until
the release of your last moment.

I'd give this game a solid 9/10, it felt a bit short but damn was it worth it.. Its a inspiration background stories from the best cs
go players and really makes you feel you can do better and better:). It's the Skate 3 of Mountain Biking games \ud83d\ude0d
10\/10 Definitely recommend!. Game is okay. Simple wave\/tower defense. Not really much here.. This is a super fun game that
you can play for a very low price. If you have some extra steam wallet money, I would get this game. You can also get a free
version of this game if you want on Android (And maybe IOS but I do not have IOS). This game is fun and you get to see some
of the creativeness of the peoples tracks. There is also an online game that is basically like this game but better. 
www.freerider.com That game is very fun and it is free. I still like this game though but I like Free Rider HD A lot better
because it is just so much better put together and it is just more physicaly making sense. I would check out freeriderhd on
google and like I said, I recommend this game if you have some extra steam wallet money and just do not know what to spend it
on.. you cannot reroll the dice you spawn therefore you have to respawn 2 different dice every time you want to roll a d100 very
annoying and makes game unusable for myself
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